
THE REAL THING
Because the only thing that counts out there

is what you are within. 

V9



Discover the wide range of accessories, approved and guaranteed
by Moto Guzzi, developed together with the bike to get the highest level
of integration with the vehicle. Accessories with a unique and exclusive

design, distinguished by the highest quality in the smallest detail.

V9

Accessories line up available starting from spring 2016. For further information stay in touch with your dealer.



Loading Accessories

Elegance & Style, selection of precious materials and focus on detail enhance the ride
experience in a unique and exclusive way. Functionality and practicality of Moto Guzzi
Original Accessories are extremely usefull also for daily use of the vehicle.



2S000723 - Side bag frames

These sidebag supports were developed in conjunction with 
the V9 and are necessary to mount the sidebags.
Black finish, streamlined and styled with the bike.
These maintain the vehicle’s looks and allow the use of all 
Moto Guzzi quick release side bags dedicated to V9.

2S000724 - Black rear rack Bobber

This black rear rack improve the elegant shape of V9 and
is needed to support the rear top box.BO

BBER

2S000819 - Black rear rack Roamer

This black rear rack improve the elegant shape of Roamer 
and is needed to support the rear top box.RO

AM
ER

2S000725 - Chromed rear rack Roamer

This chromed rear rack improve the elegant shape of
Roamer and is needed to support the rear top box.RO

AM
ER



2S000522 - Premium leather side bags

These quick release side bags are made of made of
premium Italian leather, are equipped with a quick release 
and safe locking system, useful on everything from daily 
trips to long trips.  Comes with carrying strap.
Installation requires mounting support 2S000723 for all V9.

2S000731 - Touring side bags

These quick release side bags are made of made of cordura 
with leather inserts, are weather resistant and are equipped 
with a quick release and safe locking system, useful on 
everything from daily trips to long trips. Comes with
carrying strap. Installation requires mounting support 
2S000723 for all Roamer.

2B003369 - Bobber rear bag

This Bobber semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the rear 
rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather and
technical textile panels.

BO
BBER

2B003372 - Roamer rear bag

This Roamer semi-rigid rear bag mounts easily to the rear 
rack and is made of a perfect balance of leather and
technical textile panels.

RO
AM

ER



2S000729 - Tank cover with semi-rigid bag

Tankbag and tank cover made of premium leather, this 
kit considerably increases the luggage capacity, perfectly 
matching the Roamer shape and allowing long rides in full 
comfort.

RO
AM

ER



Protective Accessories 

Ride enjoy and sensations coming from travel experience, independently from the
lenght of the ride, are part of Moto Guzzi dna. V9 and dedicated protective accessories 
range, add safety and comfort during vehicle use and enhance the taste of each
kilometer of the ride.



2S000733 - Roamer flyscreen

This flyscreen is designed to work with the elegant Roamer 
shape, and gives better ride comfort thanks to better
aerodynamic protection. Chrome mounting hardware.
DOT & TUV homologated.

2S000732 - Bobber Flyscreen

This flyscreen is designed to work with the elegant Bobber 
shape, and gives better ride comfort thanks to better
aerodynamic protection. Black mounting hardware.
DOT & TUV homologated.

BO
BBER

RO
AM

ER



Style & Design

Roamer & Bobber. Unmistakable styles, two different version both focused on exclusive 
care of aesthetic and immage. The possibility to highlight design and details of the
vehicle with precious aesthetic accessories like levers, covers, mirrors and handgrips,
all in fine billet CNC aluminium, make each V9 owner a lover that every day wants to 
make his baby nicer and more fashinating, rewarding with a notable gift for
incomparable emotions he gets while riding.



2S000814 - Front brake lever 

These adjustable billet aluminum levers dress up the V9
handlebar area and increase the safety level.

2S000815 - Clutch lever 

These adjustable billet aluminum levers dress up the V9
handlebar area and increase the safety level.

2S000810- Aluminium handgrips

These handgrips are made of billet aluminum with rubber 
inserts, dress up the V9 cockpit and improve the safety and 
comfort.

2S000817 - Front brake reservoir cover

This premium reservoir cover is made of billet aluminum 
and dresses up the V9 handlebar controls  and can be easily 
mounted without opening the reservoir.



2S000807 - Mirror thread blanks

These V9 mirror hole blockoff plates are made of billet 
aluminum to dress up the handlebar area. These covers are 
the for those owners who have switched out to the bar end 
mirrors 2B003373.

2B003373 - Bar end mirrors

These billet aluminum adjustable bar end mirrors dress up 
the V9 handlebars thanks to an elegant shape and offer a 
wide possibility of adjustments.

2B003377 - Fork top caps cover - Premium

These fork cap covers are made of billet aluminum and dress 
up the V9 fork top plate.

2B003380 - Cover Riser

These billet aluminum riser caps dress up the handlebar 
area. Sold as a pair.



BO
BBER 2B003374 - Control panel cover - Bobber 

Bikini fairing kit for the bobber.  Made of laser cut aluminum 
and follows the muscle shape of Bobber.  Improves both 
aerodynamic protection and adds a more aggressive look.  
Attaches with two rods to the headlight support.

2S000808 - Combined regulator and horn cover

This voltage regulator and horn cover is made of billet 
aluminum with satin treatment and gives a rich and elegant 
finishing highlighting the slim and sinuous shape of the V9

2B003375 - Frame bolt covers

These billet aluminum frame screw covers transform the V9 
frame connection area.

2B003376 - Rider’s footpeg covers

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminum, with a nicer, 
more elegant look and a more stable and safe contact with 
the V9 during riding, thanks to its grippy knurled surface.



2S000809 - Passenger footpeg covers

Billet footpeg covers made of billet aluminum, with a nicer, 
more elegant look and a more stable and safe contact with 
the V9 during riding, thanks to its grippy knurled surface.

2S000818 - Rear brake reservoir cover

Rear brake reservoir cover made of billet aluminum,
dresses up the side of the V9.

2B003378 - Rear brake cylinder protection kit

Rear Brake Protection Kit made of billet aluminum with 
black finishing, embraces and protects the rear brake pump 
of your V9 with elegance and style.

2S000812 - Brake pedal pad

Extra wide brake lever peg made of billet aluminum,
increase safety when using the rear brake lever and at the 
same time enhances design and richness of the V9.



2S000811 - Rear shock absorber cover - Bobber

These billet aluminum rear shock absorber covers dress up 
the rear part of Bobber.  Not compatible with the sidebag 
mounting racks or luggage rack.

2S000772 - Locking fuel cap

This billet aluminum locking gas cap gives peace of mind 
and dresses up the V9 tank design. Comes with two keys.

BO
BBER

2B003381 - Downpipe clamp covers

Exhaust flange accent cover made of laser cut steel, adds 
some extra elegance and originality to the exhaust flange of 
your V9.  

2B003379 - Rocker cover protection kit

These cylinder head protection kits are made of billet 
aluminum, protect the cylinder heads and adds an elegant 
and exclusive touch to the V9 shape.



2B003370 - Bobber Slip-on cans

This Bobber slip-on exhaust system is painted in an 
aggressive matt black and enhances the sound of the 
unmistakable twin made in Mandello. Slash-cut tips and 
removable noise tube (for closed course use only with noise 
tube removed).

BO
BBER

605993M - Downpipe wrap

This header wrap is the perfect companion for the Bobber 
exhaust system, improving the aggressive and performance 
look of the vehicle. Avaialble also in copper colour            
(cod 606014M)

BO
BBER



Safety & Connectivity

On the base of an advanced and consistent tecnology platform, V9 can improve the
digital feeling of ride and safety, offering the latest technology for motorcycle
diagnostics, a high-tech riding experience and the best safe and protection when you 
leave your motorbike alone.



606408M – MGMP

The Moto Guzzi Multimedia Platform (MGMP) is a Bluetooth 
device that allows you to connect your smartphone to the 
motorcycle, allowing you to use your smart phone as a 
secondary display. Needs installation kit 2S000759. 
Allows your smart phone to display data such as 
speedometer, tachometer, instant power, instant torque, 
instant and average consumption, recommended gear, 
longitudinal acceleration and extended trip computer.

2S000759 -MGMP installation kit

The Moto Guzzi Multimedia Platform (MGMP) is a Bluetooth 
device that allows you to connect your smartphone to the 
motorcycle, allowing you to use your smart phone as a 
secondary display. Needs installation kit 2S000759.
Allows your smart phone to display data such as 
speedometer, tachometer, instant power, instant torque, 
instant and average consumption, recommended gear, 
longitudinal acceleration and extended trip computer.

606423M - Anti-theft system

This electronic antitheft system protect your V9. 
The electronic box is very small and packed with advanced 
technology, and allow an easy and invisible installation.
This system has a battery backup and a very low power drain.  
Includes a remote control.

2S000758  - Installation kit for anti-theft system

Installation kit for antitheft.



Comfort

Roads may change, but your pleasure should not. Solutions inspired by the research for
the best possible comfort for rider and passenger. Thanks to the selection of materials 
and attention to detail, along with the absolute ease of fitting, the V9 offers you comfort 
and a feeling of harmony with your motorbike that can be enjoyed by all.



2S000737 - Comfort rider’s seat

The rider comfort saddle gives a richer, sportier look to the 
vehicle and at the same time increase comfort thanks to a 
specific compound that improves riding comfort.

2S000738 - Comfort passenger seat

The passenger comfort saddle gives a richer, sportier look to 
the vehicle and at the same time increase comfort thanks to 
a specific compound that improves riding comfort.



V9

You just have to meet Her.

Accessories line up available starting from spring 2016. For further information stay in touch with your dealer.




